


GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781999042714
Mi’kmaq; Micmac

Illustrations, color

17.78 x 17.78 x
1.78 cm | 0.35 kg

26 pages

Monster House
Publishing

Carton quantity:
40

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 0 - 4

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Mi'kmaq Alphabet Book
by  Shyla Augustine , Braelyn Cyr 
Dec 01, 2020 Board book , Picture book $14.95 CAD

From Ant (Gligoetjit) to Wolf (Paqtism) and beyond, the Mi'kmaq Alphabet book is sure to delight the
young and the young at heart. Braelyn Cyr's vibrant illustrations are a delightful pair to Shyla
Augustine's first baby board book.

9781771474030
English

6.5 x 6 x 0.63 in |
269 gr

28 pages

Owlkids

Carton quantity:
60

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Love You Head to Toe
by  Ashley Barron 
Mar 15, 2020 Board book , Picture book $11.95 CAD

An endearing read-aloud that compares babies to other newborn animals 

Authorial debut by award-winning illustrator Ashley Barron
Features a comparison to a different newborn animal on each page
Sequence of the story follows the course of a day

Pairing creative rhyming similes with cut-paper collage art, Love You Head to Toe is an adorable book
that compares newborn babies to baby animals on every page. Bright, playful illustrations show a
different baby and a different species of animal, both engaged in similar behavior: babies stretch their
limbs like sea stars, splash in the water like ducklings, toddle around like bear cubs, and fill their
chubby cheeks like chipmunks. 

Action verbs on each page give the book energy and movement and reflect the varied activities of a
baby’s day, with key elements like mealtime, bath time, and bedtime in chronological order. Babies
and caregivers of awide range of ethnicities are represented in this heartwarming read-aloud
designed to show little ones how much they are cherished and loved. 

9781771473040
English

Illustrations, color

10 x 8 x 0.31 in |
386 gr

32 pages

Carton quantity:
40

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Love You Head to Toe
by  Ashley Barron 
Mar 15, 2019 Hardcover , Dust jacket $18.95 CAD

An endearing read-aloud that compares babies to other newborn animals

Pairing creative rhyming similes with cut-paper collage art, Love You Head to Toe is an adorable book
that compares newborn babies to baby animals on every page. Bright, playful illustrations show a
different baby and a different species of animal, both engaged in similar behavior: babies stretch
their limbs like sea stars, splash in the water like ducklings, toddle around like bear cubs, and fill their
chubby cheeks like chipmunks. 

Action verbs on each page give the book energy and movement and reflect the varied activities of a
baby’s day, with key elements like mealtime, bath time, and bedtime in chronological order. Babies
and caregivers of a wide range of ethnicities are represented in this heartwarming read-aloud
designed to show little ones how much they are cherished and loved.
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781772601336
English

7 x 7 x 0.06 in |
220 gr

16 pages

Second Story
Press

Carton quantity:
60

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

My Family, Your Family!
by  Kathryn Cole , Cornelia Li 
Sep 08, 2020 Board book , Picture book $12.95 CAD

There is no one-size-fits-all when it comes to families!

This book includes a diverse array of characters and celebrates gay parents, single parents, blended
families, and other family groups rarely seen in board books.

9781771473873
English

Illustrations, color

6.5 x 6.5 x 0.5 in |
232 gr

24 pages

Owlkids

Carton quantity:
30

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Upsy-Daisy, Baby!
by  Susan Hughes , Ashley Barron 
Sep 15, 2019 Board book $11.95 CAD

A worldwide tour of the many ways we carry our little ones

Around the world, little ones are carried in many different ways: in slings, on shoulders, in backpacks,
on hips, in baskets, and in loving arms. Now available in board book format, Upsy Daisy, Baby! depicts
ten places around the world, from Afghanistan to northern Canada, Peru to West Africa. In each
place, a mom, dad, grandparent, aunt, uncle, cousin, or sibling lovingly carries a baby. 

With various family configurations and settings ranging from a busy outdoor market to a high-rise
apartment kitchen, the book wholeheartedly celebrates diversity. Gorgeous cut-paper collage art
adds warmth and brightness, and brings the lyrical text to life. Repetition of the phrase “Upsy-daisy”
on each spread lends familiarity, and reminds readers that love for a little one is a universal feeling. 

9781773213217
English

6.9 x 7.1 x 0.8 in |
440 gr

32 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
32

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 1 - 5

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Llamas With Lemonade
An Unusual Animal ABC
by  Ariana Koultourides
Sep 10, 2019 Board book $12.99 CAD

Get ready to jump rope with jaguars and sip lemonade with llamas.

Introducing a delightful animal-themed ABC book that will have toddlers and parents grinning from A
to Z. In addition to helping with letter recognition, Llamas With Lemonade introduces toddlers to
uppercase and lowercase letters, and to alliteration. The adorable parade of animals and their often-
unusual objects helps little ones build their vocabulary. The book’s oversized, case-bound board
book format and irresistibly cute animals in soft pastel colors make it a perfect addition to any
nursery library.
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781773214054
English

9 x 8.9 x 0.6 in |
600 gr

28 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
20

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 3 - 5

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

The Paper Bag Princess (Board Book, Unabridged)
by  Robert Munsch , Michael Martchenko 
Sep 01, 2020 Board book , Picture book $12.99 CAD

The modern classic is now in a sturdy format featuring the complete original text.

Readers asked and we answered: the world’s favorite feminist fairy tale is now available in board with
the original story intact. The large 9” x 9” trim makes this version of The Paper Bag Princess perfect
for reading together.

First published in 1980, and with over seven million copies in print, this story of a feisty princess and
her hapless prince has captured the hearts of readers young and old all around the world.

9781773213002
English

8.9 x 9.1 x 0.9 in |
760 gr

34 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
20

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 1 - 5

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Classic Munsch Concepts 3
Classic Munsch Moods
by  Robert Munsch , Michael Martchenko 
Sep 03, 2019 Board book $13.99 CAD

All the feels, Classic Munsch-style

Your favorite Classic Munsch characters are back, here to help young Munsch fans understand and
articulate their feelings. Elizabeth and other familiar friends are joined by new faces to demonstrate
the wonderful range of emotions we can experience in a day. With three new illustrations by Michael
Martchenko, Classic Munsch Moods is the latest in the Classic Munsch board book series designed to
help toddlers grasp important primary concepts in fun Munsch style.

9781773212463
English

9.1 x 9.1 x 0.8 in |
720 gr

32 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
20

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 1 - 4

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Classic Munsch Concepts 2
Classic Munsch 123
by  Robert Munsch , Michael Martchenko 
Mar 05, 2019 Board book $12.99 CAD

Counting with Munsch is as easy as 123!

Introducing the first-ever Robert Munsch counting book, beautifully styled in an oversized board
book format perfect for gifting. Just as Classic Munsch ABC helps toddlers master the alphabet,
Classic Munsch 123 uses favorite characters and illustrations from the wonderful world of Robert
Munsch and Michael Martchenko to provide a delightful introduction to numeracy.

Numbers one through twelve are represented as numerals and are spelled out for early reading
recognition. At the end, in one of two brand-new illustrations by Michael Martchenko just for this
book, a joyful parade introduces the concept of numbers in sequence while providing an opportunity
to repeat and reinforce the early numeracy concepts from previous pages. Like its companion ABC,
Classic Munsch 123 is a must-have addition to every child's first library.
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781773210926
English

9.25 x 9.25 x 0.85
in | 700 gr

32 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
20

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 1 - 4

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Classic Munsch Concepts 1
Classic Munsch ABC
by  Robert Munsch , Michael Martchenko 
Sep 04, 2018 Board book $12.99 CAD

What do airplanes, firetrucks, and princesses have in common? They're all found in the wonderful
world of Robert Munsch and Michael Martchenko, whose stories and illustrations together have
captivated readers for almost forty years. Now, in this exciting new format, they're back—brought
together for the first time to help children learn their ABCs.

Readers of all ages will delight in spotting favorite scenes and iconic characters in this classic Munsch
mash-up, while initiates will fall in love with Martchenko's joyful imagery.

Bound in a sturdy oversized board book format perfect for gifting, Classic Munsch ABC is a must for
every child's first library.

9781775395782
English

7 x 7 x 0.5 in | 160
gr

10 pages

ABC

Carton quantity:
126

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

ABC
by  Akilah Newton , Danielle Murrell Cox 
Jun 30, 2022 Hardcover , Picture book $12.95 CAD

9781777753405
English

Illustrations, color

7 x 7 x 0.5 in | 150
gr

10 pages

Colours

Carton quantity:
126

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Colours
by  Akilah Newton , Danielle Murrell Cox 
Jun 30, 2022 Hardcover , Picture book $12.95 CAD
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781771473552
English

Illustrations, color

7.25 x 7.25 x 0.56
in | 278 gr

24 pages

Carton quantity:
34

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP

You Are 1
You Are One
by  Sara O'Leary , Karen Klassen 
Apr 15, 2019 Board book , Paper over boards $11.95 CAD

A whimsical celebration of baby’s first year, now available in board book format

A baby’s first year is full of memorable milestones. Learning to crawl, taking first steps, tasting new
foods, and forming first words are all exciting achievements. You Are One looks back on each of
these universal moments and more, inviting little ones and their parents to celebrate how much they
have grown and discovered in just one year, from playing peekaboo to first teeth. 

Narrated in the second person, You Are One is a charming read-aloud that addresses the baby
directly. Supersaturated ink-and-wash illustrations play with pattern and perspective and lend a hip,
artistic feel to the book. The diverse babies pictured come to life on the page through the realism of
the art, and add to the text’s warmth, sweetness and broad appeal. The first in a three-book series,
You Are One is designed as a whimsical gift for new parents who will enjoy reflecting on their baby's
first year and expressing how much their 
little one is loved.

9781771473569
English

Illustrations, color

7.25 x 7.25 x 0.56
in | 280 gr

24 pages

Carton quantity:
34

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP

You Are 2
You Are Two
by  Sara O'Leary , Karen Klassen 
Apr 15, 2019 Board book , Paper over boards $11.95 CAD

A whimsical celebration of a baby’s second year, now available in board book format

A baby’s second year is full of memorable milestones. Walking, running, understanding more words,
speaking their names, and forming first memories are all exciting achievements. You Are Two picks
up where You Are One left off and looks back on each of these moments and more, inviting little
ones and their parents to celebrate how much they have grown and discovered. 

Narrated in the second person, You Are Two is a charming read-aloud that addresses the baby
directly. Supersaturated ink-and-wash illustrations play with pattern and perspective and lend a
contemporary, artistic feel to the book. The diverse group of babies pictured comes to life on the
page and adds to the text’s warmth and broad appeal. The second in a three-book series, You Are
Two is designed as a whimsical gift for toddlers or parents who will enjoy reflecting on all the
highlights of the second year and expressing how much their little one is loved.

9781773217406
English

9 x 9 x 0.25 in |
300 gr

40 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
44

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 4 - 7

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Âmî Osâwâpikones (Dear Dandelion)
by  SJ Okemow 
May 23, 2023 Hardcover , Picture book $23.99 CAD

A debut picture book that celebrates self-love, care, and resilience with one of the most
widespread plants—the dandelion.

Both a love letter to the dandelion and a call to love ourselves in a difficult world, Âmî Osâwâpikones
reminds us that we are not defined as others see us. Following our young protagonist and the
dandelions through the seasons, we are reminded that we are resilient, we are healers, we are
funny, and we are loved.
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781772601329
English,

Translated from:
Ojibwa

7 x 7 x 0.07 in |
320 gr

28 pages

Second Story
Press

Carton quantity:
44

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Nibi is Water
by  Joanne Robertson 
Apr 14, 2020 Board book , Adhesive bound $12.95 CAD

A first conversation about the importance of water, told from an Anishinaabe (Ojibwe)
perspective.

A first conversation about the importance of Nibi, which means water in Anishinaabemowin (Ojibwe),
and our role to thank, respect, love, and protect it. Babies and toddlers can follow Nibi as it rains and
snows, splashes or rows, drips and sips. Written from an Anishinaabe water protector’s perspective,
the book is in dual language: English and Anishinaabemowin.

9781772601343
English

7 x 7 x 0.06 in |
260 gr

18 pages

Second Story
Press

Carton quantity:
48

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Mom Marries Mum!
by  Ken Setterington , Alice Priestley 
Sep 08, 2020 Board book , Picture book $10.95 CAD

A celebration of love and family.

A brother and sister are thrilled that their mom and mum are getting married! ! A beautiful
celebration of a loving family celebrating an important day together.

9781771474085
English

Illustrations, color

9 x 10.25 x 0.31 in
| 402 gr

32 pages

Owlkids

Carton quantity:
36

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 2 - 5

Distributor: UTP

I Sang You Down from the Stars
by  Tasha Spillett-Sumner , Michaela Goade
Apr 05, 2021 Hardcover , Dust jacket $19.95 CAD

A New York Times and CBC Books bestselling #OwnVoices love letter from an Indigenous
mother to her new baby, new from celebrated author Tasha Spillett-Sumner and 2021
Caldecott winning illustrator Michaela Goade, that honors the beauty of a little one's
arrival

Drawing from Indigenous creation stories and traditional teachings and illustrated in dazzling
watercolors, I Sang You Down from the Stars is a tribute to the bond between mother and child.

The narrator gathers gifts for a medicine bundle in anticipation of her baby’s birth; a fluffy white eagle
plume, bunches of cedar and sage, a quilted star blanket, and a small stone from the river. When the
baby arrives, the mother shares the bundle with her child and reveals the importance of each item
inside. But when her family comes to meet the new arrival, she realizes the baby arrived with gifts of
its own and that the baby is also a sacred bundle: a baby bundle.

Writing in simple, lyrical text, author Tasha Spillett-Sumner draws from her cultural heritage in order
to celebrate Indigenous traditions and the universal nature of a mother’s love, with stunning art by
the 2021 Caldecott medal winner for We Are Water Protectors, Michela Goade.
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781772601312
English

7 x 7 x 0.06 in |
220 gr

18 pages

Second Story
Press

Carton quantity:
60

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

I Am Violet
by  Tania Duprey Stehlik , Vanja Vuleta Jovanovic 
Apr 14, 2020 Board book , Picture book $10.95 CAD

A book for all babies and toddlers to celebrate the skin they are in.

A little girl looks around her and sees that people come in a rainbow of colors. Her mom is red, her
dad is blue, and she is a wonderful mix of her mom and dad. The little girl announces: I am proud to
be both. I am proud to be me! I am Violet!

9781554513642
English

6 x 6 x 0.56 in |
260 gr

26 pages

Annick Press

Carton quantity:
54

JUVENILE FICTION

Age (years) 2 - 4

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Red is Best
by  Kathy Stinson , Robin Baird Lewis 
Sep 04, 2011 Board book , Picture book $7.99 CAD

The little girl in this simple but exuberant story knows that red barrettes are best, “because they
make my hair laugh.”

9781771473880
English

Illustrations, color

7.5 x 7.5 x 0.5 in |
276 gr

22 pages

Owlkids

Carton quantity:
46

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Canadian Concepts 3
Canadian Animals in Colour
by  Geraldo Valério 
Sep 15, 2019 Board book $11.95 CAD

Discover creatures of all colours in this Canadian concept book

Here they come…orange foxes, blue whales, red cardinals, and many more Canadian animals in
colour! New from the creator of board books Canadian Animals ABC and Canadian Animals 123, the
third book in this Canadian trio introduces young readers to the concept of colour. 

Each spread features one of 10 different colours along with a Canadian animal brightly rendered in
Geraldo Valério’s simple yet sophisticated paper collage. Each spread also features a lively
descriptive phrase full of wordplay, alliteration, and rhyme. 

From the familiar black bears breakfasting in a bed of berries, to the more exotic purple sea stars
stretching and pink prawns pirouetting, young readers will love discovering wildlife from a mix of
environments including land, sea, and sky. 
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GIFT For Baby - UTP

9781771473460
English

Illustrations, color

7.5 x 7.5 x 0.75 in
| 446 gr

36 pages

Carton quantity:
36

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 1 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Canadian Concepts 
Canadian Animals ABC
by  Geraldo Valério 
Aug 15, 2018 Board book $11.95 CAD

Learn the ABCs with Canadian wildlife in this playful board book

This bestselling introduction to the alphabet and Canadian wildlife from A to Z is now available in
board book format. Each letter of the alphabet is paired with a Canadian creature rendered playfully
in Geraldo Valério’s signature paper collage style: beavers, loons, polar bears and more! 

9781771473477
English

Illustrations, color

7.5 x 7.5 x 0.44 in
| 278 gr

22 pages

Carton quantity:
46

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 1 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

Canadian Concepts 
Canadian Animals 123
by  Geraldo Valério 
Aug 15, 2018 Board book $11.95 CAD

Count to 10 with Canadian wildlife in this new board book

This bold and colorful introduction to numbers from 1 to 10 with Canadian wildlife is now available in
board book format. Each number is shown alongside a matching quantity of Canadian animals
rendered playfully in Geraldo Valério’s signature paper collage style: bighorn sheep, grebes, mantids,
and more! 

9781772601305
English

Illustrations, color

7 x 7 x 0.25 in |
340 gr

30 pages

Second Story
Press

Carton quantity:
42

JUVENILE
NONFICTION

Age (years) 0 - 3

Distributor: UTP
Distribution

I Want to Be...
A Gutsy Girls' ABC
by  Farida Zaman 
Apr 14, 2020 Board book , Adhesive bound $10.95 CAD

An alphabet of possibilities for every little girl—fun, unusual, and a bit quirky!

Some jobs immediately sound fun—Candy Maker anyone?! And some jobs sound exciting—
Oceanographer, Sportscaster, Aerialist! And some jobs—Kite Designer, Wind Farmer, Party Planner—
sound so wonderful it’s hard to believe that they exist! Babies and toddlers will follow along with this
ABC as it explores some of the amazing, and often unusual, jobs that people do. Each fun letter is
complemented by an illustration of a girl filled with delight and wonder as she shows us how we can
be, quite literally, anything we want to be.
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